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The L10yd George :vIountains, situated in approx. N. lat. 58, "V. long. 12;'>.
and previously unexplored, were investigated during the summer of 194.7 by an
Anglo-Canadian-American airborne expcdition, which was sponsored by :vIr. F.S
Smythe. Flying some 400 km. north from Fort St. James to a glacier-fed lake
(Haworth Lake) at an altitude of lIGO m., the latter was used as a base to explore the
range on foot from the southward. The range is a part of the Hocky Mountains
proper, lying cast of the B.oeky Mountains Trench , and it is carved out of a great
thickness of Palacozoic limestones, which display tilted faultblock structure.
The dominating p!Jysiogl'aphie feature , from which rise the cltlminating peaks
at c. 3000 m, all of which were ascended, is the GeOl'ge Lloyd Icefield, and its main
neve (altitude 2;')00 m) covers some laO sq. km; but with dependent glaciers its total
extent must be about 2GD sq. km. These outlet glaeiers descend often by steep
ice-falls to deep valleys lying at 1200 m , and they show evidenee of slow reeession
from former terminal mOl'aines not more than 1 km. distant.
The present summer snow-line lies at approx. 2'1.00 m, and a rieh alpine flora
extends from heavily forested valleys to an upper limit of at least 2L30 m.
A partieularly interesting discovery, lying in a deep eanyon-like valley, bclow
the West Peak of the L10yd GeOl'ge Group, was a large dying glacier entirely blanketed in its own moraine, upon which was a liberal spread of plants and small conifers up to 4,5 m in height. This stagnant glacier, some '1.,5 km. in length, appears
to have negligible nourishment either from a small cliff glaeier at its head, or from
avalanche snow fro Ill. the precipitous roek walls enclosing it. The dead black ice
could be seen in oeeasional exposures in sink-holes and at the borders of the glacier,
and it appeared to extend (in depth) as far as the original terminal moraine at an
altitude of' about I;jOO m. As far as is known, this glacier is the only onc of its kind
in the Canadian Rockies proper, in which the whole body of iee lics dcad and stagnating beneath its mantle of moraine.
As to morphological relics of the formcr CordilIeran ice-sheet, no direct evidence
was seen beyond erratic blocks in some valleys, the eertain provenance of which
was unknown. Fmther south in the Roekies transported material has been found
on some mountains up to at least 24iiOm.; but it is gencra.!ly supposed that there
has been land-elevation since the Glacial Epoeh of over 200 m. The high peaks of
the Lloyd GeOl'ge Mountains, and of t he contiguolls ranges, have, however, in many
instances long stood above an old accordant surnmit level, and the glacial relics
now seen arc those of erosion and destrlletion.
The contiguous ranges to the north-west, dominated by Mount Roosevelt,
Churchill Pcak, etc. of c. :3000 m. , which were examined from the air, showed a maturely disse etecl alpine topography with valley glaeiers in some cases up to () or 7 km.
in length.
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